Drive Under 40km/h in 4101
A Campaign To Put People In The Driver’s
Seat In Kurilpa Peninsula
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- 27 Jan 2019
The “Drive Under 40km in 4101” campaign is an initiative of Kurilpa Futures. It invites people driving
within the peninsula to keep their speed below 40km/h. By doing this, drivers exercise people-power
and help make a safer, healthier balance between motorised vehicles and community welfare. A
permanent maximum driving speed of 40km/h throughout the Kurilpa peninsula is the ultimate
outcome of the campaign.
Everyday experience on the streets of Kurilpa, suggests a Lower Urban Speed Limit (LUSL) of 40km/h
– already in some Brisbane shopping precincts and in built-up areas of many major international
cities – is warranted here.
The BCC Lord Mayor prioritises LUSL where there are no traffic lights or pedestrian crossings, the
opposition says debate is needed, RACQ says Council needs to consult more and spend more money
to prevent incidents in the first place – decision makers continue to consult, disagree and move to
the next topic.
People and community welfare must be put first, above vehicles and speed, and a LUSL must be
declared in 4101 - indeed all densely populated areas of the inner city now, not ‘soon’.
Speed limits, as shown on a current traffic zone map of Kurilpa, appear as reactionary upgrades and
sign installation by the Council in response to increased population and associated car numbers.
Without sound planning, the area is becoming a through-route for non-resident traffic. Roads here
remain much as they were in horse and cart days and unsuited to a heavy traffic load, large vehicles
and 60km/h speed. Driving to conditions demands a lowered peninsula-wide speed limit of 40km/h.
Dornoch Terrace residents, drivers and cyclists would welcome a drop from 50km/h to 40km/h as
just one more step toward improved road safety. Cyclist injuries and death are part of Dornoch’s
tragic traffic history. Heavy vehicles are not permitted here but they re-route to other already busy
streets.
Another need for LUSL is Montague Road (and its many small 19th century access streets). This road
has morphed into a developers’ highway where heavy construction vehicles and b-doubles enter and
exit sites via Montague Rd. It is now a major two-way bus route.
Montague Road should be a safe exit and entry for local people and not a road where construction
vehicles rule. Little account is being given to addressing a heavy construction vehicle nightmare
throughout Kurilpa with its traffic disruption, danger to cyclists and pedestrians, crashes and near
misses, dust and vehicle emission, road damage and severe negative impact on the welfare of
residents and business owners.

Increased resident vehicle numbers will continue as Kurilpa undergoes over-development and relief
will be unlikely even when building construction slows. The peninsula is becoming a peak-time
through route for drivers trying to avoid major arterial roads. A burgeoning population in a small
land area should have boulevards, trees, bikeways and safe facilities for its pedestrians. Reduced
speed throughout the peninsula would be one small step towards putting brakes on, both
figuratively and literally.
Kurilpa Futures asks that ‘Drive Under 40km/h in 4101’ becomes preferred driver behaviour.
Residents are urged to participate and spread the word – make Kurilpa safer; give residents’
vehicles, pedestrians and cyclists a fair go; reduce noise; create a more harmonious environment
and help make an immediate and hopefully enduring change.
Bumper stickers and an electronic logo are available through Kurilpa Futures. Residents can back the
campaign message by putting “Drive Under 40 in 4101” on a fence, T-shirt, bin, window and
everywhere that creativity allows. Kurilpa Futures welcomes people who care about Kurilpa and are
keen to share ideas and energy. Information about meetings and membership is on the website.
This campaign is on the road from early 2019 with a street presence and publicity which aims for
BCC street signage to show “40 in 4101”!

For further information:

Maeve Cunnington at hellomaeve1@gmail.com

Facebook: Drive Under 40 in 4101

Kurilpa Futures contact details:
Web: kurilpafutures.org
Email: kurilpafuturesgroup@gmail.com
Facebook: Kurilpa Futures – Planning for People
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